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The benefits of the revised scheme are:
z Siu Lam Link Road, which attracted most of the objections to the gazetted scheme,
has been deleted and replaced with a link road between Siu Lam and Ting Kau (Sham
Tseng Tunnel Link Road) with connections to Tuen Mun Road and Ting Kau Bridge.
z The proposed Sham Tseng Tunnel Link Road together with the So Kwun Wat Link
Road provides additional dual 2-lane capacity to Tuen Mun Road corridor between So
Kwun Wat and Ting Kau. It would remove the need for widening of Tuen Mun Road,
which will inevitably pose disruption and danger to traffic. It is a cost-effective alternative providing needed additional capacity to this important corridor with minimum
disruption to traffic during construction;
z It provides for a future connection from Lam Tei to Ting Kau via the proposed Sham
Tseng Tunnel Link Road upon the completion of the Northern Section of Route 10NLYLH. This alternative also has a secondary, but very major benefit in that it will
divert significant volumes of traffic from Tuen Mun Town during peak hours;
z The connections to Tsing Lung Bridge from Tuen Mun Road at Tsing Lung Tau
provide convenient access to Lantau and the Airport for the residents of Sham Tseng,
Tsuen Wan, Tai Lam, Siu Lam and Gold Coast;
z The direct connection from Tsing Lung Bridge to North Lantau Highway provides the
linkage to Lantau. It prevents the intrusion into the natural coastline of Northeast
Lantau. The scheme retains the option to build a dual 2-lane road to Chok Ko Wan
Link Road if and when the need arises, due to further development in this area of
Lantau;
z The revised scheme addresses most of the objections received under the Roads (Works,
Use and Compensation) Ordinance;
z The new arrangements amplify the benefits provided by the Tsing Lung Bridge as a
second strategic link to Lantau. This will be particularly important should the Lantau
Link be closed due to accident etc; and
z The revised scheme represents good value for money. Upon completion of the
Northern Section and the Sham Tseng Tunnel Link Road, it provides the following
four separate highway routes:
z
Lam Tei to Ting Kau (12.7 km)
z
Lam Tei to Lantau (12.1 km)
z
So Kwun Wat to Ting Kau (10.4 km)
z
So Kwun Wat to Lantau (9.8 km)
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Public Consultation
The revised scheme has been presented to Tuen Mun and Tsuen Wan District Councils and the
Rural Committees of Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Ma Wan. It has generally been well received.
The revised scheme has also been presented to the LegCo Panel on Transport. The LegCo Panel
on Transport has organised a number of public hearings to discuss the project. The revised scheme
will be gazetted under the Roads (Works, Use and Compensation) Ordinance in due course.

Sham Tseng Tunnel Link Road
The planning and construction of the Sham Tseng Tunnel Link Road is proposed to be pursued
under a separate public works item. Its construction is targetted for completion in 2008 at the
same time as the Route 10-NLYLH Southern Section.

The Programme
The construction of the Route 10-NLYLH Southern Section between North Lantau and So
Kwun Wat is now scheduled to be completed in end 2008. The construction of the Tsing
Lung Bridge would take five years to complete and its construction is scheduled to
commence in 2003. The construction of the Tai Lam Chung Tunnel and road works at Tai
Lam and So Kwun Wat are scheduled to commence in 2004.
Current traffic forecasts indicate that Route 10-NLYLH Northern Section between So Kwun
Wat and Lam Tei will be required in or after 2010. This schedule will be reviewed annually.
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Background
The Route 10-NLYLH Southern Section scheme between North Lantau and So Kwun Wat was gazetted under the Roads (Works, Use and
Compensation) Ordinance on 28 July and 4 August 2000 (Gazette Notice 4847). In view of the objections received, the Government has
decided that it will not proceed with the road scheme as gazetted and would carry out a complete review before re-gazetting the Scheme.
Highways Department has carried out a review of the Scheme taking into account the latest promulgated planning criteria and with the
purpose, as far as practicable, of addressing the concerns raised by objectors, green groups, local communities, members of Legislative
Council (LegCo) and members of District Councils.

Interchange at Tsing Lung Tau

Figure 1
Tsing Lung Bridge at night

The review recommends a revised scheme which addresses
the following concerns:
a. Concerns of environmental organisations, Ma Wan
fishermen and villagers of Tso Wan related to the
coastal section of the scheme and the toll plaza on
Northeast Lantau are addressed by their deletion in
the revised scheme.
b. Concerns of some District Council Members are
addressed by providing direct connections between
Tsing Lung Bridge and Tuen Mun Road east and west
at Tsing Lung Tau.
c. The provision of the direct links at Tsing Lung Tau
has also enabled the approach ramps and viaducts from
Tuen Mun Road east to So Kwun Wat Link Road to be
removed. This addresses concerns of some residents
of the Lo Tsing Shan village by limiting the extent of
intrusion into the area.
d. To address concerns of the villagers in the So Kwun
Wat valley, tighter radii have been adopted for the slip
roads between So Kwun Wat Link Road and the Route
10 mainline to minimise the impact on the burial
ground at So Kwun Wat. The burial ground affected
will be reprovisioned.
e. Concerns of residents of Palatial Coast are addressed
by the deletion of the Siu Lam Link Road. It is
proposed to be replaced by the Sham Tseng Tunnel
Link Road to be pursued under a separate project. The
proposed Sham Tseng Tunnel Link Road will link
Route 10 mainline at Siu Lam to Ting Kau, with
connections to both Tuen Mun Road and Ting Kau
Bridge.
f. A short tunnel instead of a deep cutting at Siu Lam
and “Arch Bridges” instead of conventional viaducts
at Siu Lam and Tai Lam Chung are proposed to address
villagers’ concerns of adverse visual impact.
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Tai Lam Chung Arch Bridge

Tai Lam Chung Tunnel

The revised scheme of Route 10-NLYLH Southern Section is shown in Figure 1. The proposed
changes to the gazetted scheme are as follows:
z The section of road along the coast of Northeast Lantau is deleted;
z Direct connection slip roads between Tsing Lung Bridge and the North Lantau Highway
are added. Together with this, the North Lantau Highway between the Toll Plaza and
Yam O Interchange are to be widened;
z Direct connection slip roads between Tsing Lung Bridge and Tuen Mun Road at Tsing
Lung Tau are added;
z The proposed Siu Lam Link Road is deleted;
z The east arm of So Kwun Wat Link Road is deleted;
z The proposed deep cutting at Siu Lam is replaced by a tunnel; and
z The proposed viaducts at Tai Lam Chung and Siu Lam valleys are replaced by arch bridges.

